Progressive ice shedding (PIS) along transmission lines is a common type of ice shedding during thermal de-icing that requires investigation to ensure the security of transmission lines. In current research, PIS is commonly analyzed using a constant speed for ice detaching from the conductor, which is not accurate for PIS simulation. Therefore, a mechanical model of PIS is established in this study to analyze PIS during thermal de-icing. First, an ice detachment model during thermal de-icing is built to determine the detachment times of the initial ice and remaining ice. Then, a two-node isoparametric truss element is employed to derive the static and dynamic equilibrium equations of an iced conductor to simulate the dynamic response of PIS. Relative to commercial software, these equations can easily accommodate the changing mass of ice with the flow of melted water. The dynamic equilibrium equations are then solved using the ice detachment model to obtain the dynamic response of PIS. Finally, small-scale and fullscale experimental results are employed to verify the proposed method. The simulation results show that the results of the proposed method are more consistent with the experimental results than are the results of existing methods that assume a constant propagation speed. The proposed method can be further applied to optimize transmission line designs and evaluate the application of thermal de-icing devices.
Introduction
Ice shedding is one of the major sources of iced transmission line faults in cold regions. The statistics of historical ice disasters, such as the ice storm in North America in 1998 and the ice disaster in southern China in 2008, show that conductor vibration caused by ice shedding can result in flashover, fire burn, burnout and other electrical accidents, insulator rupture, cable breakage and tower deformation, and collapse [1] . The electrical and mechanical faults of transmission lines threaten the reliability of power system operation and the security of transmission lines. To enhance the design of transmission lines and ensure the security of power systems, analysis of the dynamic response of ice shedding is necessary.
Current research on the dynamic response of ice shedding from transmission lines generally focuses on ice shedding scenarios with a fixed amount of ice shedding. Various ice shedding scenarios have been analyzed, including ice shedding from a single-span transmission line [2, 3] , a continuous-span line [4] , an overhead ground wire [5] , a tower-line system [6] , a transmission line with bundled conductors and spacers [3, 7] , and a high-voltage overhead transmission line [8, 9] .
This research assumes that, after the initial ice shedding, the remaining ice does not detach from the vibrating conductor. However, the remaining ice may fracture into small fragments from conductor vibration due to its plastic strain [10] and result in progressive ice shedding (PIS) along the transmission line [5] . When transmission lines are exposed to thermal de-icing [11] , the maximum allowed plastic strain of the ice decreases as the inner ice melts during thermal de-icing, and the ice detaches from the conductor due to the propagation of transverse waves along the transmission 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering line. This phenomenon was confirmed through experiments on thermal de-icing [12] . Consequently, PIS is a common type of ice shedding during thermal de-icing. Therefore, it is significant to analyze the dynamic response of PIS during thermal de-icing for the security of transmission lines and the application of thermal de-icing.
Analyzing PIS during thermal de-icing involves two challenges: the criterion of ice detachment from the conductor and the dynamic model for analyzing the PIS dynamic response during thermal de-icing. For the ice detachment criterion (IDC), in current research, the time of ice detachment from the conductor is determined by a constant propagation speed of the transverse wave along the transmission line [13] . Nevertheless, the constant propagation speed is variable for various ice and conductor parameters, and the ice may not break apart with the propagation of transverse waves. Consequently, the IDC for a constant ice shedding speed is inaccurate for analyzing PIS. The ice detaches from the conductor due to interaction between the inner and external forces in the ice [5, 14, 15] . The maximum bending stress and maximum effective plastic strain of ice were employed as the IDC in [5, 14] , and the adhesive force and cohesive force on the ice were adopted to calculate the IDC in [15] . These IDCs are effective for solid ice, but the ice in thermal de-icing is hollow ice with an air gap that involves a different IDC than that of solid ice. Although the model to calculate the air gap by thermal de-icing was proposed in [16] , the IDC in thermal de-icing must be further researched.
The current research considers relatively simple ice shedding scenarios, such as a fixed amount of ice shedding from conductor. It is not easy for existing methods to simulate progressive ice melting and the resultant complex dynamics, such as the mass variation and dynamic force variation on the remaining ice caused by conductor fluctuation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, the ability to simultaneously analyze many ice shedding scenarios with various transmission line parameters, ice thicknesses, and ice shedding positions also needs to be improved.
To consider the complicated PIS during thermal de-icing, this paper proposes a new modeling method, which is able to deal with the progressive dynamics of PIS. This method is based on the finite element mathematical model which is widely used in the research of suspended cable structures in mechanics [17] . The finite element method can consider the mass variation of ice and simulate the dynamic force variation in the ice for PIS. The proposed method first analyzes the characteristics of PIS during thermal de-icing. Compared with existing work, the detachment time of the initial ice shedding and the dynamic detaching model of the remaining ice are described in detail. Then, these characteristics are integrated into a finite element model to develop a more practical and exact PIS model. The proposed method has four advantages: (1) the mass variation of ice with thermal de-icing and the fluctuating conductor is considered; (2) the dynamic force on the ice is calculated dynamically; (3) the time of ice detachment from the conductor is more accurate because the IDC is obtained from the dynamic force of the ice; and (4) various PIS scenarios can be built flexibly because of the transparent modeling and solution process.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the ice detachment model for thermal de-icing. Section 3 describes the static and dynamic equilibrium equations of a conductor based on a finite-element mathematical model. Section 4 explains the solution of the dynamic equilibrium equations considering the integration of ice detachment and conductor vibration. Case studies are presented and discussed in Section 5, followed by conclusions.
Characteristic Analysis of PIS during Thermal De-Icing
In this section, two types of ice detachment are introduced by analyzing the dynamic process of PIS. Then, two ice detachment models for the initial ice and remaining ice are proposed based on the ice melting model and the mechanical model of ice.
. . Ice Detachment Process in ermal De-Icing. Due to the torque of the conductor and the gravity of the ice and wind, accreted ice usually has an irregular shape, which complicates the analysis of ice shedding. To analyze the PIS, we assume that the cross section of the ice is eccentric and round and that the conductor is farther from the center of the round from the middle of the conductor to the suspension point [12, 15] .
When the de-icing current flows through the conductor, the ice at different positions on the conductor melts simultaneously. However, because the conductor near the suspension point is closest to the upper surface of the ice, the ice near the suspension point detaches from the conductor first and produces the initial ice shedding and conductor vibration. At this time, the ice remaining on the conductor vibrates with the conductor. When the external force on the remaining ice is greater than the inner force of the ice, the ice detaches from the conductor, resulting in PIS. Therefore, the detachment models of the ice near the suspension point and the ice remaining on the conductor are the foundation for modeling PIS.
. . Classic ermal De-Icing Model. Although the sun and wind can melt ice, thermal de-icing is the preferred solution in severe weather. Additionally, the duration of thermal deicing is between 0.5 and 3 hours [18] . Relative to the energy produced by thermal de-icing, ice melting by severe weather can be ignored. Therefore, the following assumptions are adopted in the study: (1) external conditions will not result in ice melting or ice accumulation and (2) the conductor resistance is constant, and the ice melting current evenly heats the conductor.
Based on the above assumptions, the heat conduction process of thermal de-icing can be described as follows. An electric current flowing through the transmission conductor produces Joule heat. Part of the heat warms the ice layer, conductor, and air gap, and part of the heat (namely, the latent heat) melts the ice, and the remaining heat reaches the outer surface of the ice layer and is dissipated through convection and radiation [11, 18] . This heat conductor process can be formulated as 
where J is to the Joule heat produced by the ice melting current per unit length, J/m; R 0 is the conductor resistance per unit length, Ω/m; I is the ice melting current, A; t is the duration of thermal de-icing, s; Q 1 is the heat dissipated through convection and radiation; Q 2 is the latent heat for melting ice; and Q 3 is the heat that warms the ice layer (the heat to warm the conductor and air gap is ignored) [11] .
Here, ice is the radius of the iced conductor, m; h is the heat-exchange coefficient [18] , W/(m 2 ⋅K); oi is the outer surface temperature of the ice layer [18] , ∘ C; air is the ambient temperature, ∘ C; ice is the density of ice, kg/m 3 ; f is the latent heat for melting ice ( f = 335,000 J/kg); m is the volume of melted ice per unit length, m 2 ; ice is the volume of the ice layer per unit length, m 2 ; ice is the specific heat of ice, J/(kg⋅ ∘ C); and ice is the temperature of the ice layer, which can be simplified as ( oi /2-air ) [18] , ∘ C. The entire equation can be expressed as
where R 0 and ice are the conductor parameters; ice , f , ice , oi , and ice are the ice parameters; h and air are environmental parameters; and I, t, and m are the parameters associated with thermal de-icing. In the process of thermal de-icing, I and m are determined through an initial calculation. In addition, the duration t of thermal de-icing is determined to calculate the mechanical parameters of the ice remaining on the conductor. Therefore, based on formula (5), we can build the detachment models of the initial ice shedding and the ice remaining on the conductor.
. . e Detaching Time of Initial Ice Shedding. The cross section of the eccentric iced conductor before and after ice melting is illustrated in Figure 1 , in which the shadow area denotes melted ice (the air gap).
When the elliptical air gap is tangent to the outer surface of both the conductor and the ice layer, the ice hangs from the conductor [18] , which is the detachment criterion of the initial ice shedding in the static state. Therefore, at the moment of detachment, the volume of the air gap per length [18] can be expressed as
where c is the radius of the conductor, m, and u denotes the minimum distance between the upper surface of the conductor and the ice layer, m. For eccentric iced conductor, this distance can be calculated as
where e is the distance between the center of the iced conductor and the center of the cable before thermal de-icing, m. By substituting formula (6) into formula (5), the duration of thermal de-icing of the iced layer is obtained.
. . Dynamic Detachments of Remaining Ice. When the initial ice detaches from the conductor, the remaining ice hangs from the conductor. Because the remaining ice melts simultaneously along with the initially detached ice, the remaining ice will move down with the cross section shown in Figure 2 , in which O 1 is the center of the circle ice layer, O 2 and O 3 are the center of the conductor before and after ice melting, separately, m is the rising distance of the conductor after ice melting, and the shadowed area is the air gap. Due to the flowing melted water, the air gap of the ice near the middle point is filled with water, which increases the entire mass of the remaining ice. The air gap of the remaining ice can be expressed as
The mass of the remaining ice is
The rising distance of the conductor after ice melting [10, 15] is
The initial ice detachment from the conductor creates conductor vibration that may break the remaining ice. According to the detachment criterion of solid ice under instantaneous ice shedding in [15] , the ice breaks when the inertia force of the ice is greater than the composition of the adhesive force on the ice and the cohesive force in the ice, and the ice is assumed to be split into two parts along line A-B-C-D as shown in Figure 2 . The detachment of solid ice in [15] differs in two ways from the detachment of the remaining ice in this study. First, the adhesive force between the ice and conductor is small and can be ignored in this study [19] . Second, the mass of the remaining ice changes with the flow of melted water. Therefore, when the resultant force of the inertia force and gravity on the ice layer is greater than the cohesive force in the ice, the remaining ice detaches from the conductor. A force analysis of the remaining ice is shown in Figure 3 . The detachment criterion can be written as
where vi is the inertia force, r is gravity, and ad is the cohesive force of the ice. The forces in (12) can be expressed as where rl is the mass of the ice under line A-B-C-D; r is the vertical acceleration of the remaining ice; g is the acceleration of gravity; and co is the cohesive strength of the ice [15] . Due to the flowing of melted water, there is no water in the air gap of the remaining ice near the suspension point, and the air gap of the remaining ice near the middle point is filled with water. With melted water in the air gap, the mass of the remaining ice under line A-B-C-D can be expressed as
From formulas (12)- (14), the critical detachment acceleration of the remaining ice with melted water can be calculated as follows:
Without melted water in the air gap, the mass of the remaining ice under line A-B-C-D and the critical detachment acceleration of the remaining ice can be expressed as Mathematical Problems in Engineering
Dynamic PIS Model Based on Finite Element Mathematical Model
Since the volume of the air gap, the mass of the remaining ice, and the cohesive force of the ice all vary with conductor vibration, it is challenging to use commercial software to model the dynamic process of PIS during thermal de-icing.
In this section, a finite element mathematical model is built to model the dynamic process of PIS.
. . Static Model of an Iced Transmission Line.
Building a finite element mathematical model of a complex scenario is a common method by which to characterize the dynamic processes of complex scenarios in mechanics research. First, the conductor can be uniformly divided into multiple segments. Then, the mathematical model of each segment, including static and dynamic equilibrium equations, is built using element models. The equations of every segment can be combined into the conductor model, which can be solved to obtain the dynamic response of the conductor.
For a suspended cable structure, the most common element models are the two-node isoparametric truss element (TNITE) [20] , two-node parabolic element (TNPE) [21] , twonode catenary element (TNCE) [22] , and multinode isoparametric curve element (MNICE) [23] . The TNPE model and TNCE model are suitable for static analysis but are inaccurate for dynamic analysis of conductor vibration because of the deformation in the vibration. The MNICE models require more calculation resources. The TNITE model has similar accuracy but requires less calculation resources, which is more suitable for the dynamic analysis of PIS.
According to Hooke's law, the relation between stress and strain in the element is [22] 
where , , and 0 are the axis stress, axis strain, and initial axis stress of the element, respectively; the axial direction means the direction perpendicular to the cross section of the conductor; E is the elastic modulus of the cable; X e is the integral coordinate matrix of two nodes in an element before cable deformation; and H is the correlation matrix of the shape function, which can be expressed as
where N is a shape function matrix defined as
where 1 = 1/2 − (1/2) , 2 = 1/2 + (1/2) , and = 2s/ ; is a relative coordinate; s is the length from a point to the midpoint of the element; and L is the element length of the power line.
According to the virtual work principle ( U-W = 0), the virtual work by external forces equals that by internal forces, which can be written as
where { } is the matrix of the equivalent nodal load, which can be defined as
where q(s) is the uniformly distributed load on the element, which is the integration of the self-weight load and the ice load before ice shedding and of only the self-weight load after ice shedding. The equivalent form of formula (22) is R e = K , which is the static equilibrium equation of the element. By integrating formulas (18)- (22) , the element equilibrium equation can be written as
. . Dynamic Model of PIS. In the vibration process of the conductor, the equivalent nodal load R e consists of the selfweight load and the ice load, in addition to the inertial force and damping force. The dynamic equilibrium equation can be expressed as
where M, C, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, and
, and are the nodal acceleration, velocity, and displacement, respectively.
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The damping matrix C is defined in terms of Rayleigh damping:
where and are the mass and stiffness ratio coefficients, i and j are the cut-off frequencies of the lower and upper bounds in the frequency domain of interest, and i and j are the corresponding damping ratios.
Dynamic Model Solution
In the PIS during thermal de-icing, the flow of melted water and the detachment of ice affect the dynamic response of PIS and result in perturbation of the mass matrix, which must be corrected with the conductor vibration. In this section, the correction method of the mass matrix is presented, and the solution method for the dynamic equilibrium equations is described.
. . Mass Correction for the Analysis of PIS.
From formulas (12)∼(13), we can observe that the mass of the ice can impact the force in the ice and further impact the time of ice detachment and the accuracy of the dynamic response solution. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the mass mutation in every element during solving of the dynamic model of PIS. The mechanism of mass mutation for an element is different before and after the initial ice detachment. Before the initial ice detachment, the iced conductor is in a static state, and the mass mutation is caused by the melted water, which flows along the air gap to the bottom of the ice layer. Nevertheless, after the initial ice detachment, the mass mutation results from the PIS and the melted water that spills from the element when the original low point of the two end nodes is higher than the original high point. Therefore, the following two mass mutation methods are discussed.
. . . Mass Correction before the Initial Ice Shedding. The melted ice results in an air gap in the ice layer, as shown in Figure 1 . For one element, the gap volume, which is the volume of melted ice, is greater than the volume of melted water because the density of ice is less than the density of water. The melted water flows from the element near the suspension point to the element near the lowest point.
The number of elements with water can be obtained from the volume of the melted water. Taking a conductor with an equal altitude at two end nodes for example, the volume of melted ice in the ice layer can be expressed as
where m refers to the volume of melted ice of element j; m refers to the length of element j; and k refers to the number of elements.
The volume of the melted water in the ice layer can be expressed as
where ice and w refer to the densities of ice and water, respectively.
The elements without water can be written as follows:
where n refers to the number of elements without water counted from the suspension point. After the number of elements without water is obtained, the mass of the elements without water can be calculated using formula (14) , and the mass of the other elements can be computed using formula (15) .
. . . Mass Correction a er Initial Ice Shedding.
After the initial ice shedding, the element mass can mutate with conductor vibration and the melted flowing water. For the dropped ice, the element mass shifts to the self-weight by modifying the parameters in formula (24) . While the ice does not fall, the element mass is determined by the flow of melted water. When the altitude of the original low point m1 at the two end nodes is greater than the altitude of the original high point m2 , the element mass can be expressed as formula (14) ; otherwise, the mass can be expressed as formula (16) . Therefore, the element mass with conductor vibration can be obtained as follows:
The altitude of the two end nodes must be updated in each iteration.
. . Solution of the Dynamic Equilibrium Equations.
The dynamic equilibrium equations for analyzing the PIS are higherorder differential-algebra equations, which makes obtaining an analytic solution challenging. The method integrating the Newmark-and Newton-Raphson methods is applied to the dynamic equilibrium equations in this study.
The dynamic equilibrium equation (24) at time + Δ can be written as
The solution procedure for PIS induced by thermal deicing is shown in Figure 4 and consists of the following steps:
(1) Initialize. Set the transmission line parameters (such as the span length and conductor type), icing parameters (such as the shape, density, and thickness), and ice melting parameters (such as the ice melting current and ambient temperature). (5) Set the initial displacement +Δ equal to zero.
(6) Modify the mass matrices in Section 4.
(7) Update the matrix values corresponding to +Δ , including the value of the equivalent nodal load matrix, internal force matrix, tangent stiffness matrix, and strain matrix at + Δ .
(8) Modify the tension and tangent stiffness matrix while ≤ 0.
(9) The values of the displacement, velocity, and accelerated speed at t clock and the values of the displacement, internal force matrix, and mass matrix at + Δ are substituted into (32) to calculate the value of deviation Ψ. By substituting Ψ and the tangent stiffness matrix at time + Δ into formula (33), the new displacement +Δ can be obtained.
(10) Go back to step (9) if the difference in internal force between two continuous iterations is greater than the liminal value. Otherwise, continue. (11) Calculate the values of velocity and acceleration. If the stop time is not reached, go back to step (6) to compute the parameters in the next time step. Otherwise, end the calculation.
Validation of the Proposed Method
In this section, the results of the proposed method are compared with the results of a small-scale experiment to confirm the effectiveness of the TITNE method. Then, the results of a full-scale experiment are employed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed ice detachment model by comparison with the results of PIS with constant speed.
. . Effectiveness of the Proposed TNITE Model
. . . Experimental Configuration. Because the uniform accreted ice along the conductor is challenging to simulate in the warm regions and warm seasons, it is common to simulate the icing on conductors as lumped loads [8, 24] . The experimental results of a single span in [8] are employed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed TNITE model.
The accreted ice in the experiment is simulated as 10 lumped loads that are fixed along the 235 m-long conductor with remote-controlled cutters. The cutters can release the lumped loads partially or simultaneously. In this paper, the scenario in which the lumped loads are released 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering simultaneously is employed to verify the effectiveness of proposed method. The parameters of the conductor (LGJ 630/45) are shown in Table 1 . The equivalent ice thickness simulated by the loads is 15 mm. The lumped loads are released simultaneously in the experiment.
To obtain the modal damping ratios, a spectral analysis of experimental data is conducted, and the results are shown in Figure 5 . Two significant frequencies, 1 = 0.398 Hz and 2 = 0.596 Hz, are observed. Meanwhile, the damping ratios calculated by Half power bandwidth method are about 1 = 0.1055 and 2 = 0.0713. Consequently, the mass and stiffness ratio coefficients are calculated by (25)∼(27) as = 0.0832 and =0.0051.
. . . Results Comparison.
The vertical displacement of the experiment, ANSYS, and the proposed method are shown in Figure 6 . In the simulation using ANSYS, Link10 is used to simulate the transmission conductor. The transmission conductor is divided into 100 elements. The simulation time is 10 s, and the simulation step size is 0.05 s for both ANSYS and the method developed in this study. The amplitude and fluctuation trends of the displacement are similar for the three methods, and the amplitude decreases under the action of damping with increasing vibration time. The amplitude and fluctuation trends of tension are very similar for the three methods. Some displacement errors appear between the proposed method and the experiment, possibly due to the damping coefficients in the simulation not accurately representing the experimental value and the fact that certain devices used in the experiment, such as the tension sensor and insulators, were not modeled in the simulation. However, 
we can conclude that the conductor model TNITE has a similar precision to that of the experiment and commercial software and has sufficient precision to simulate PIS by thermal de-icing. Because the tension curve is very smooth, we need to confirm whether the FE model properly captures the shock wave induced in the conductor by the weight loads dropping. The effectiveness is confirmed in terms of mesh size and time steps. The vertical displacement and tension results of the proposed method with different mesh sizes and time steps are illustrated in Figure 7 . When the mesh sizes are 200 and 300 and the time steps are 0.01 s and 0.005 s, the vertical displacement and tension result are almost the same as the result with 100 elements and a 0.05 s time step. This result means that the model in this paper can capture the shock wave properly.
. . Effectiveness of the Proposed PIS Model. PIS is the cracking process of ice on a conductor. Its cracking speed is difficult to determine. Therefore, PIS is a discrete dynamic process of some small segments. When the segments are small enough, the dynamic response of the small segments is equivalent to the PIS. In this subsection, this idea is verified by comparing the result of proposed method with the result of thermal de-icing, as well as by comparison with other PIS models.
. . . Experimental Configuration. A full-scale experiment of thermal de-icing was conducted in the Xuefeng Mountain Natural Icing Station established by Chongqing University [18] . There are two towers in the station. The distance between the towers is 80 m, between which various types of conductors are installed [25] . The transmission conductors, type LGJ-300, are powered by DC current for thermal de-icing. The parameters of the ice shedding scenario are illustrated in Table 2 . The PIS during thermal ice shedding is recorded and described in [12] , which is employed to validate the proposed method.
. . . Simulation Configuration. The experiment in [12] was simulated using uniform loads fixed along the 80 m-long conductor. The shape of the ice coating and the conductor in the experiment is equivalent to the eccentric circle illustrated in Figure 8 . The eccentricity of the ice coating gradually increases from the middle to the suspension point, which can be measured by the distance between the center of the iced conductor and the center of the cable before thermal de-icing. The ice coating diameter is 24.1 mm, and the distance between the center of the conductor and the center of the ice coating is 12.0 mm and 7.2 cm for ices 1 and 2, respectively. The influence of the insulator string and vibration coupling effect of the transmission line and tower is ignored in this isolated-span power line model. The damping coefficients cannot be obtained by the method in section A, because the ice is shed with the fluctuation of the conductor. The value selection of damping coefficients needs to depend on experience. The damping of cable is modeled as equivalent viscous damping based on a lumped parameter model in many papers [4] [5] [6] . In this paper, the method used to select damping refers to the method in [8] , which compares the results of numerical computations and physical tests. A series of damping parameters is set, and the damping coefficients which have the best fit for the results of numerical computation and physical tests are adopted to be the damping coefficients for the numerical computations.
The simulation results of different mass ratio coefficients are shown in Figure 9 . When the mass ratio coefficient is 0.17 and the stiffness ratio coefficient is 0, the simulation result best fits the experimental result. The temperature is -5 ∘ C, and the ice melting current is 1000 A. ( ) Accuracy of PIS with Constant Speed. PIS with constant speed is simulated using the same simulation scenario as in the proposed method. For PIS with a constant ice shedding speed, the dynamic response is related to the ice shedding speed. When the ice shedding speed is 60 m/s, the vertical displacement of the middle point in the first peak is 3.52 m, the time to reach the peak is 1.5 s, the position of the middle point in the valley is -1.52 m, and the time to reach the valley is 2.6 s. When the ice shedding speed is 84.7 m/s, the vertical displacement of the middle point in the first peak is 3.84 m, the time to reach the peak is 1.4 s, the position of the middle point in the valley is -1.74 m, and the time to reach the valley is 2.4 s. When the ice shedding speed is 100 m/s, the vertical displacement of the middle point in the first peak is 4.59 m, the time to reach the peak is 1.4 s, the position of the middle point in the valley is -1.60 m, and the time to reach the valley is 2.4 s. All the simulation results for various ice shedding speeds have some errors relative to the experimental results. The times to reach the first peak for all ice shedding speeds are less than those in the experiment. For the PIS with a speed of 60 m/s, the vibration period is similar to that in the experiment, but the vertical displacement in the peak and valley is less than that in the experiment. For the PIS with a speed of 84.7 m/s, the vertical displacement in the first peak is similar to that in the experiment, but the position of the valley and the time to reach the peak and valley are less than those in the experiment. For the PIS with a speed of 100 m/s, the vertical displacement in the peak is larger than that in the experiment, while the position of the valley and the time to reach the peak and valley are less than those in the experiment. Therefore, PIS with a constant ice shedding speed is less accurate than the proposed method.
In [8] , the PIS speed is set to be less than 50 m/s. The results of this study are inaccurate for analyzing PIS from the results of constant speed in this study.
Ice shedding can result in a transversal wave along the span. The transversal wave was assumed to generate ice shedding in [15] . The theoretical wave speed can be obtained using the following equation:
where T is the conductor tension and m is the mass per unit length of the string. The transverse wave speed of the experiment is 84.7 m/s according to the theoretical model (34). The speed is consistent with the observation in the experiment [12] . However, the dynamic response of PIS with a speed of 84.7 m/s is inconsistent with the results of the experiment illustrated in Figure 10 , indicating that the simulation results of ice shedding with a constant ice shedding speed are inaccurate, even though the ice shedding speed is accurate.
( ) Reason for Inaccuracies in PIS with a Constant Speed.
The mechanism of the dynamic response difference with different shedding speeds is that the ice shedding speed can impact the mass and vertical speed of the segments. The theoretical transverse wave speed caused by initial ice shedding can be employed as a reference. If the ice shedding speed is faster than the transverse wave speed, the ice is detached from the segment when the wave arrives at the segment. On one hand, the mass of the segment is smaller than that of the iced segment, which results in a larger vertical displacement of the conductor by the energy of the transverse wave. On the other hand, the detachment of ice will generate vertical movement of the conductor. The vertical movement with the addition of the theoretical wave will result in a higher vertical displacement. If the ice shedding speed is slower than the transverse wave speed, the energy of the transverse wave needs to afford the movement of the iced conductor, which will result in a smaller vertical displacement of the segment. Because the actual ice shedding time is different from the theoretical transverse wave speed, the dynamic response of PIS with the theoretical transverse wave speed is inconsistent with the results of the experiment.
The difference between the PIS with theoretical transverse wave and the proposed method is the IDC. The IDC of the proposed method is that the inertia force of ice is greater than the composition of the adhesive force on the ice and the cohesive force in the ice, while the IDC of PIS with theoretical transverse wave is that the detachment time and the time the wave arrives are according to the speed. The ice shedding time of the proposed method is longer than the arriving time of the transversal wave because the inertia force for the ice shedding is calculated from the vertical acceleration. The vertical acceleration of the middle point is shown in Figure 11 . The time at which the transverse wave arrives is 0.47 s, and the acceleration begins to increase with the wave propagation. The time of maximum acceleration is approximately 0.6 s, which is approximately 0.13 s later than when the transverse wave arrives. The delay time of the ice detachment from the conductor is the main reason for the inaccuracy of PIS with constant speed.
Conclusion
To study the dynamic response of PIS, a mechanical model of PIS during thermal de-icing is established in this study. An ice detachment model for the initial ice and the remaining ice is built based on an ice melting model and an ice mechanical model. Then, a finite-element mathematical model is proposed to simulate the dynamic process of PIS. Finally, the proposed model is verified with experimental results. Comparison with a small-scale experiment shows that the dynamic simulation result is as accurate as that of the commercial finite element software ANSYS. Based on the results of a full-scale experiment, a comparison of the proposed method and PIS with a constant ice shedding speed shows that the proposed method is more accurate for simulating PIS. Because of the transparent modeling and solving process, the proposed method can be used to analyze complex ice shedding scenarios and can serve as a reference tool for system operators to optimize transmission line designs and evaluate the application of thermal de-icing devices.
Because the TNITE model cannot bend, mechanical ice fracturing cannot be considered in this model. Neglecting mechanical ice fracturing will result in errors in the ice detachment time. This may be one of the reasons that the vertical displacement of the proposed method has some error relative to the experiment. In future work, an element model which can consider the bend and compression should be employed to simulate the dynamic process of PIS.
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